Spelling Crossword Puzzle

Unit D-6: /ʊʊ/ and /ʊ/

5. a trumpet-like horn
8. sounds sung by voices or played on instruments
9. special clothing worn by people who belong to a certain group
12. vehicle similar to a bicycle, but with only one wheel
16. useful device for cooking or eating
18. past tense of throw
19. to show respect by moving your right hand to your forehead
20. not normal
21. to make a device quiet; to turn off sound
22. sweet, liquid food made by bees
23. Would you like ___ pancakes for breakfast?

1. made small improvements
4. to ask someone questions
6. a mythical horse with a horn on its head
7. pain in or near your tooth
10. very cold
11. a fight between two people
13. time at which a person needs to be home
14. using teeth to grind food before you swallow
15. dish of vegetables and meat cooked in liquid
17. fruit punch; orange; apple
19. time of year
20. often; most of the time
Spelling Crossword Puzzle
Unit D-6: /û/ and /ü/

Spelling Words
uniform excuse juice tuned unusual
curfew blueberry using duel usually
salute threw utensil chewing toothache

Teachers: Copy this word bank to the back of the puzzle page.
5. a trumpet-like horn
8. sounds sung by voices or played on instruments
9. special clothing worn by people who belong to a certain group
12. vehicle similar to a bicycle, but with only one wheel
16. useful device for cooking or eating
18. past tense of throw
19. to show respect by moving your right hand to your forehead
20. not normal
21. to make a device quiet; to turn off sound
22. sweet, liquid food made by bees
23. Would you like ___ pancakes for breakfast?

1. made small improvements
4. to ask someone questions
6. a mythical horse with a horn on its head
7. pain in or near your tooth
10. very cold
11. a fight between two people
13. time at which a person needs to be home
14. using teeth to grind food before you swallow
15. dish of vegetables and meat cooked in liquid
17. fruit punch; orange; apple
19. time of year
20. often; most of the time